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Just perfect...
Having spent yesterday evening at the 

cinema utterly compelled by the film 

Free Solo, about rock climber Alex 

Honnold's diicult to comprehend 

ascent without ropes of El Capitan in 

Yosemite, I've been wondering about 

what drives someone to achieve such 

seemingly impossible feats.

If you haven't seen it yet I won't 

spoil the story, as I would highly 

recommend hunting it down. It's a 

rare and authentic insight into the 

human psyche and what we are 

capable of and how the many facets 

of our lives, from upbringing and 

relationships to personality traits 

and external pressures to conform 

and perform, play out across our 

day-to-day actions. 

Alex is a beguiling and complex 

character, and one of the big drivers 

pushing him to such extraordinary 

limits is his desire to be, or at least 

feel, perfect for one moment in his life. 

Free soloing enormous cliff faces does 

not allow for anything other than 

perfection in every move, as one 

mistake on the wall can have only 

one consequence. So, how does he 

cope with this high stakes pursuit 

of perfection? He breaks it down into 

small tasks or challenges and then 

practises those over and over again 

until the question about whether he 

can or cannot do it is removed, leaving 

only the question about can he do it 

(and all the other challenges on any 

single route) with near certainty at 

a particular point in time.

I'm not suggesting that outdoor 

photography is in the same vein as free 

soloing, but the methods Alex uses to 

be a great climber are certainly ones 

that master photographers employ 

to reach their own high levels of 

achievement. None of this, no matter 

how innately talented we are, comes 

easy. We simply have to be out there 

relentlessly shooting images, honing 

our techniques and experiencing and 

learning about nature and its many 

moods. It's only if we commit 

ourselves fully to the process that 

we can have any real 

expectation of finding 

a day, an image where 

it all comes together 

in a perfect moment.

Steve Watkins
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University, and has been 
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She has turned her passion 

into a career, working as 

a freelance editorial and 
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She plits her time between 

London and Bath.
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are widely published.
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the BBC and Canon Europe.
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brucepercy.com
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art landscape photographer 

and writer. He is fascinated 

by the creative foundations 

of landscape photography 

and passionate about 

exploring the emotional 

elements of the art.

petebridgwood.com

Diane Varner is an artit  

and photographer located 

in Half Moon Bay, California. 

What feeds her soul and 

creativity are the untouched, 

open paces in nature. Diane 

has been taking her ‘Daily 

Walks’ since 2004, capturing 

beauty and sharing it 

whenever possible.

dianevarner.com

Theo Bosboom is an 

award-winning landscape 

and nature photographer 

based in the Netherlands.  

In 2013 he gave up his job  

as a lawyer to become a 

full-time professional 

photographer; a tep he 

hasn’t regreted for one 

second so far. His latet 

book, Shaped by the Sea, 

has jut been released.

theobosboom.nl
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Diane Varner

IN CONVERSATION WITH

American artist photographer Diane Varner’s work ranges from still lifes to landscapes.  
Often characterised by a fusion of photography and digital painting, she says,  

‘it doesn’t matter what the medium is, it always comes back to nature…’

Interview by Nick Smith

D
iane Varner’s images occupy an ethereal 

no-man’s land in the world of 

photography. They’re not naturalistic, 

but they take nature as their inspiration. 

They’re not literal in narrative and yet are often 

straightforward still lifes. They’re not paintings, 

and yet they often look like paintings. She uses  

a panoply of post-production software and yet her 

heavily post-processed creations are spontaneous 

in atmosphere, with mysticism at their core.  

Her work isn’t traditional in any sense of the 

word, and yet her modernism is infused with a 

sense of Victoriana and Gothicism. But for all the 

words, ‘the one thing I will define myself as,’ says 

Diane, ‘is nature-based. It doesn’t matter what the 

medium is, it’s always nature.’

Based in northern California, Diane is keen  

to point out that she considers herself  ‘an artist 

using photography as a medium. I’ve been 

involved in art all my life.’ Having taken her art 

degree from UC (University of California) Santa 

Barbara, she went on to earn a living in the world 

of graphic design, web design and illustration, 

before ‘falling into’ digital photography in the 

early years of the millennium. ‘Because I had  

a background in Photoshop, this was all very easy 

for me,’ although she adds that when she started 

in photography she was ‘very careful not to 

manipulate any photos.’ This was because back 

when she first seriously started with her camera, 

‘it wasn’t considered a good thing to change 

photos. Although now I look back and think  

‘how funny’, because people like Ansel Adams, 

well, that’s all they ever did in the darkroom.’

Although she has stated that she ‘fell into’ 

photography, at this point she recalibrates, saying 

it’s probably more accurate to describe it as a 

‘natural medium for me.’ A further correction 

leads to the statement: ‘when photography 

became digital, that’s when it became natural.’ 

The widespread availability of the digital 

photographic artist’s materials ‘opened the world 

up for me.’ The key point in Diane’s entry into 

photography was when she realised she could take 

digital files into a computer-based post-processing 

environment that was second nature to her. ‘That 

was when it became very exciting for me. It still is.’ 

Diane says that as an artist she is ‘always looking to 
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see what’s underneath. Oftentimes I’ll take images 

that are not the overall landscape, although I do 

take landscape shots.’ She says she’s trying to 

capture that ‘unique moment’, before brushing 

that aside too: ‘We’re all trying to do that. That’s 

what photographers do. But I’m trying to get at  

the mystery in the scene. There’s always mystery  

in nature. How did this leaf begin to turn in a 

certain way? How did that root move like it does? 

In looking at those details where I think there is a 

story. I’m looking for that story and what’s behind 

that story.’

In relating these narratives, Diane’s work is 

informed by artistic idioms that lead the viewer 

to feel that there is a self-conscious drive to 

present her work as ine art as well as photography. 

‘Am I trying to go beyond photography? I think 

that I deinitely am.’ At this point she recalls a 

tutor that ‘tried to teach me about light and dark 

to create more form. Usually, digital photographs 

are very lat, and so I’m always trying to enhance 

the light. I’m also trying to create a sense of 

atmosphere, something that is beyond the image. 

Beyond what I saw.’ One of the ways in which 

Diane explores these ideas is to combine 

photography with digital painting: a synthesis  

of intentional camera movement, exaggerated 

colour palettes and a degree of post-production 

interpretation that most outdoor photographers 

would hesitate to even contemplate. ‘That’s when 

things really start to sing for me. I feel that this  

is even more expressive than photography.  

There are so many tools these days to help you 

manipulate photographs…it’s almost too much. 

You can take a photograph and paint over it, using 

diferent brushes to create textures and really 

simulate painting.’

At this point I ask Diane what she thinks of the 

school of thought that expects photographs to  

be what comes out of a camera, rather than the 

starting point for creative expression once they’ve 

left the data card. ‘This is one of the main reasons  

I call myself an “art photographer”. I don’t want to 

be misinterpreted as a photographer that just takes 

photographs and manipulates them. As an artist, 

why would one limit oneself? I’ve just been on a 

trip to the Eastern Sierras and most of my photos 

from that trip were very realistic. After I got back,  

I looked at them for a couple of weeks and found 

myself wanting to do more with them. Sometimes 

there are compositions I take that are perfect 

enough in themselves. But the majority of times  

I want to take them beyond that initial state.’

At irst sight it appears that Diane’s muse is 

simply the natural world of lowers, birds in 

light, trees and misty landscapes. But there are 

occasional ventures into the built environment. 

And while it might be tempting to think that  

this would be in the interests of inding artistic 

balance, that would be a case of overthinking 

things. This is because Diane’s mantra is, ‘to 

photograph everything every day on my daily 

walk. There are times when I’m simply not in 

nature, but in the city. I combine the two subject 

matters, I guess.’ These daily walks are important, 

to the point where that’s the name Diane gives to 

her online portfolio of images.

These walks started when her dog Boomer, 

having reached a certain age, displayed a marked 

reluctance for jogging in the mountains. This 

coincided with the period of time when Diane 

was irst starting to become immersed in digital 

photography. As the pace slowed, Diane ‘started 

to see compositions everywhere, especially on the 

ground. And I’d shoot these as reference material. 
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I was also doing web design at the time and 

someone called me up and asked me to create  

a photoblog for them. At the time I did not know 

what a blog was and so when I asked the question, 

that person said to me: “I don’t think you’re the 

right person for the job.” But this made me  

go off to research blogging.’ Before long Diane  

was ‘totally jazzed’ to find a forum for her work  

in photoblog.com. ‘That was probably what 

catapulted my whole photographic adventure. 

People were sharing images from all over the 

world and that was exciting for me. But there was 

also an intimate community that I loved: amateur 

photographers sharing their work before the 

digital boom. We were all in exploration mode.’

Fifteen years later, today Diane thinks that 

photography isn’t so much taking her on a 

journey, as much as ‘already having taken me 

there.’ At this point she recalls a talk she delivered 

to the Harrogate Photography Society that seems 

to encapsulate what photography means to her.  

‘It has introduced me to people from all around 

the world. I’m always asked if I’m selling my 

photos, and I do. But I have to say that it’s not  

my main focus. It’s about providing images that 

are beautiful, that people can enjoy in their 

homes or online. I feel as though I spent many 

years doing more commercial work, but I see this 

time now as a period in my life to explore my art.’

At the age of 60, Diane feels the call to work 

solely on her own terms, because ‘it’s kinda now 

or never.’ I have a studio to pay for, but, overall,  

I have the luxury of being able to pursue my art. 

When any of us say that we’re going to follow our 

vision then that is reflected in our work. You can 

tell when it is flourishing rather than being 

constrained by going after money. I wish everyone 

could have that opportunity, because that’s when 

the genius comes out.’

The problem with setting your own agenda is 

that it isn’t always clear you’re following it, ‘and 

that’s something I think about. I don’t ask if I’m 

doing it right – I ask if I’m doing it in the right 

place. Am I really portraying the vision I want to 

be portraying? That vision changes. I can easily 

get sidetracked into doing other types of art. 

There are also times when I want to break 

beyond photography visually. But I always pull 

back to photography. The camera has never left 

my side. Other mediums have.’

‘Everything changes,’ she says. ‘Everything  

is going to die and leave this earth. But in that 

there is a beauty in itself.’ Diane, who has 

confronted serious health issues of her own  

as well as her husband’s, sees photography as  

a catharsis. ‘I think that I’m trying to convey that 

whenever we need it, or want it, there is a sense 

of peace you can find in no place other than 

nature, or perhaps ourselves.’

‘The solitude of nature is what I’m drawn to 

most, and in that solitude I find peace, and that’s 

what fills me up the most. The thing about 

photographing nature is you bring it back with 

you. You bring back some of that peace. It was  

a very spiritual experience for me early on, and  

I think it has become even more so. I have come 

to believe that all answers are in nature. The 

photographs we take reflect us, and the moment 

in which we take them. And there lies in those 

images the answers to the questions we have at 

that moment.’

To see more of Diane’s photography visit 

dianevarner.com.
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